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Abstract. Archaeological excavation at the site Musov
- Neurissen conducted between 1993 and 1994 revealed
a well belonging to the building with the apse. Both ar-
chaeological features were part of the Roman military
camp from the Augustan era. The well remained un-
finished,however its dimensions (10 x 10 Roman feet
(2.96 x 2.96 m) and expected depth of up to approxi-
mately 16 m) suggest that this location was chosen in-
tentionally for a realisation of a demanding construc-
tion project.
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1. Introduction
During the archaeological rescue excavation carried out
by the Institute of Archaeological Heritage Brno, be-
tween the years 1993 and 1994, a well,dating to the
Roman era,situated in the area of a terrace with a local
name of "Neurissen" in Musov (cadastre Musov, village
Pasohlavky, district Brno - venkov, region Moravia,
Czech Republic; Fig. 1 was excavated.
Excavated part of the camp of the Augustan era
(marked as Musov - Neurissen I) was situated in the
area of a terrace at the edge of heights with a hill top
called Burgstall. The hilltop itself was used by the
Roman armies during the Augustan era, and subse-
quently during military engagements of the Marcoman-
Fig. 1: Musov location in the area of southern Moravia; white
coloured line - Roman frontier on the middle Danube
river and the legionary camps [11]
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Fig. 2: The building with the apse and circular shape in the
place where the wellhead can be observed. (The length
of a yellow rod placed in the excavated area is 4 m.)
nic Wars. The site is located 90 km north of the north-
ern borders of Roman territories on the river Danube.
2. The Well at Musov
The well was found in a near vicinity to the building
with the apse (fig. 2), and belonged to the housing com-
plex of the Roman camp labelled as Muaov - Neurissen
I. This complex can be dated to the period of early
empire and it is most likely associated with the expe-
dition led by Tiberius against the Marcomannic king
Marobuduus in the year AD 6. We present this inter-
pretation despite the fact that the Roman presence in
Musov prior the Marcomannic Wars is still being seen
as problematic and is often questioned in the academic
circles [7], [9], [10], see also [5]. (Dating of the rel-
evant activities associated with the primary camp to
the older period is, however,highly likely.)
A winter camp for the Roman army (hiberna) was
built at Mušov.Its builders used wood and clay for the
construction of the fortifications and the erection of the
buildings on the site. Nevertheless, the decisive parts of
the camp remained structure - free since construction
activities were suddenly interrupted.The understand-
ing of the original function of the building with the
apse at Musov was made possible by comparing it to
the similar constructions uncovered in Anreppen and
Markbreit, where analogical situations were identified
as military baths [4]. Within this interpretation, the
well at Musov should have provided sufficient amount
of water for the bath complex.
A task of digging up the well must have been very
challenging, as the terrain around the well was at the
level of 183 m above the sea, whilst a current water
level is to be found at the level of 169.5 m above the
sea. Furthermore, the well was excavated in a location
with non - homogenous quaternary gravels and mini-
mal layers of clay.During the archaeological excavation
the well manifested itself in natural as a big circular
feature with a dark fill of approximately 8 m in di-
ameter . The funnel shaped wellhead was formed via
natural processes after the feature was no longer in use.
Starting at the depth of 5 m, it was possible to identify
the edges of quadratic shaft of well itself, with traces
of various colours marking the original timber framing.
The cleaned surfaces showed the ground plan of a well
as quadratic with its sides collapsed inward.
The base level of the earthworks achieved by the Ro-
man builders was at a depth of approximately 8 m, of
which the best observed are the last two metres, where
the infill proper of the well shaft manifested itself. Spo-
radic evidence of wooden well facing was noted as well
as the gravel infill in the spaces between the fringe and
edges of untouched gravel layers. (Dimensions of the
well: evidence of timber lining on the ground plan -
marked area 250 - 260 cm/ measured across the ground
plan/, total depth measured from the level of detec-
tion down to the base of the excavation performed by
builders in the Roman era: approximately 8 m.)
The feature in Musov belongs to a category of wells
with timber lining. Such wells were customary in the
territories of Roman military expansions (e.g. Anrep-
pen [8]), however water pressure supply systems with
lead pipes are also known from the military compounds
outside Roman territories in the early principate, (Lah-
nau - Waldgirmes, 70 km from the Roman territory
on the Rhine [3]). The wells produced by various
methods (dug in solid material, with lining fashioned
with stones, bricks, wooden blocks and with boarding
made of discarded barrels) were common components
of housing, both in legionary camps and in the Roman
army auxiliary corps’ camps [1].
2.1. The Process of Well
Construction in Musov: Our
Illustrative Solution - Relevant
Sources, Possible Ancient
concepts, Discussion
The situation recorded during the well excavation al-
lows us with certain probability to: A/ select corre-
sponding work materials, B/ determine how they were
utilised, and C/ assess techniques and technologies,
which were applied by military architects in the Ro-
man period at this site. Several basic facts can be used
as a starting point for a following discussion. For de-
termining appropriate materials and their processing
these statements are significant: 1) Traces of timber
lining recorded in in plan were of the same thickness,
approximately 4 cm; 2) The same thickness was also
discovered in the corners; this being the determining
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factor of the manner the initial construction elements
were connected; 3) The length of the sides complements
the recorded thickness of the used elements. This fact
should have corresponded with appropriate wood ma-
terials ensuring adequate firmness for withstanding ex-
pected pressures, even in a wet environment when the
well was in use.
2.2. Discussion Concerning Material
Furnishings of the Well
Construction
The original thickness of the timber lining before de-
struction process took place could have been somewhat
larger, but the ascertained 4 cm are corresponding
to two (Roman) inches (1 inch=1.85 cm, 2 inches =
3.7 cm), which means that the original construction
elements could have been conforming to a standard
plank. We assume that these planks were manufac-
tured with a saw. According to the ancient architect
Vitruvius (second half of the first century BC), oak
should be chosen for a construction in the wet envi-
ronment. In the antiquity, oak wood was commonly
available in Southern Moravian region. The manner
of joining the structural elements can be deduced from
the fact that there are no traces of any reinforcements
in the corners: individual components had to be joined
without any overlap.
2.3. Initial Information for Assessing
the Shaft Construction Process
Several facts are significant to understand the process
of excavation and consequent activities, which were
pertinent to insertion of timber lining into the well
shaft. 1) The gravel that formed the terrace was very
loose and did not allow excavating large sections of the
construction pit - the work would have been threat-
ened by uncontrollable destructions and collapses of
the walls. 2) There was no success in establishing evi-
dence for any obvious traces of makeshift support sys-
tems, which would point to evidence that the excava-
tion proper was secured temporarily and that the mil-
itary architects would have expected that when reach-
ing the lowest point of the well, they would have con-
structed the final timber lining from the bottom of the
shaft.No traces of vertical construction elements are
available - beams that support the timbers; evidence
is also lacking for existence of beams forming a supra
structure which would enhance the solidity of the con-
struction.
Thus, the excavation and the timber lining had to be
done in individual stages. The shaft was always dug
out by an established depth and boarding sections of
beforehand determined length were put in place; the
Fig. 3: Modifications of the planks used for constructing the
well timbering
new elements fitted to the previously finished section.
At the same time, filling of the hollow spaces between
the timbers and the edge of the excavation shaft had
to be carried out.
2.4. Suggestions for Recognising the
Circumstances Which Are
Known from other Sites with
Roman Well Construction
Studying the analogies from other Roman provinces is
problematic, since the archaeological recordings (draw-
ings and photos) usually do not allow for a detailed
recognition of wooden elements employed in the well
constructions. N. Albrecht [1] in his doctoral thesis
states that when the wooden wells of the so called
"Kastenbrunnen" type from Roman provinces are stud-
ied, it is possible to find up to 14 specialist terms
in relevant literature that are used to define joints
of the wooden elements. Details recognised in the
well from Musov correspond directly with techniques
of joining the structural elements as "simple scarf
joint or lap, dovetail joint, modular construction, rab-
bets" [1] (Abb. 13-15, 17) and similar solutions are pos-
sible [6], (Abb. 245).
The basic construction elements, the planks, appear
in the category "Kastenbrunnen" in a schematic draw-
ing [1], (Abb. 15) showing boards fashioned with a
tenon in the middle of the short side, with chisel cuts
on the sides. (The corresponding drawing reconstruc-
tions of N. Albrecht are erroneous and can be only as
a subjective model - the connecting elements cannot
be equipped with two tenons on the sides and a chisel
cut in the middle. It would not be possible to inter-
lock the next row of wooden planks with the existing
structure.)
This version, with corrected dimensions, is presumed
to be the correct one for Musov (fig. 3). The connec-
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Fig. 4: Schematic drawing of interconnection of the planks -
example for the well in Musov
tions would be appropriate with joints applying joiner
technology, so called "corner overstripped connection
to the tenon and two chisel cuts on sides without over-
lapping". The planks were put together on the spot
always in pairs - the left and the right one in the first
step, and the front and the rear one in the following
step (fig. 4). The elements ensuring a proper connec-
tion at the ends would be modified with a saw, for the
sake of accuracy.Carpentry and joints made with an
axe would not be suitable for the consequent construc-
tion process.
3. Well Construction Work -
Example
The upper levels of the well were destroyed. We can
only observe the construction process at the penulti-
mate level, and in more details at the lowest level of
the well construction, where the last work chamber
was situated. The initial level of excavation for this
chamber can be assessed at a level corresponding with
level 6 (fig. 5). Up to this level the timber lining in the
well shaft was put together and excavation of the shaft
could start up to the base reached during the course of
the well deepening - found approximately 2 m lower,
at level 8.
In the initial phase, the material was excavated from
the lowest level of the well shaft - a "room" with a
square ground plan with rounded corners was formed,
and the walls in the section were vaulted in the mid-
dle of the highest point (for the sake of distribution of
lateral pressures).
After reaching the newly selected base of the well (at
the level 8), a frame/wooden wreath made of thicker
beams was laid in place. Its adjustment was performed
according to the previously installed timber lining. The
workers put planks in pairs onto the existing wreath,
to begin with the front and the rear one, then the
right and the left one, into their corresponding tenons.
As the boarding grew, immediate filling and follow -
up compacting of material put into the space between
newly constructed timber lining and edges of the exca-
vation was performed - thus the construction was pro-
tected against shifts and detachment of great blocks of
mass from surrounding walls.
The timber lining was advanced closely to the ex-
isting construction of the previous, already completed,
sections. Underneath the beams of the frame/wreath
were laid the front ends of the stakes, which served as
levers, and by the means of the combined pressure in
the perimeter the newly constructed block was elevated
so that it would rest on the existing structure. The
lowest level of the planks was provisionally supported.
It is probable that pins inserted into the peripheral
walls of the pit were used, as well as slanted tempo-
rary struts supporting the lower edges of the planks -
the struts were intended to be gradually exchanged for
longer ones during additional excavation of the base,
and during lowering of the well itself. But additional
construction activities did not occur:If our connection
between camp area with a well and military expedi-
tion in AD 6 is correct, then Tiberius as the supreme
commander of the Roman forces ceased any ongoing
construction work in the camp at Musov.
3.1. Discussion Concerning Example
Solution of Building the Well
Corresponding material traces for verification of the
suggested example solution, traces which were recorded
in the field documentation, were in fact found only dur-
ing preparation of this text. The completed timber
lining can be traced from level 5 on, in the shape of a
vertically positioned layer of extraordinary colouring,
which is an indication of previous wooden construc-
tion elements. The well backfill and the gravel ma-
terial in the spaces between planks and the edges of
the excavation could be distinguished only at the low-
est level (fig. 5). An extraordinary manipulation space
can be seen in the section at the base of the lowest level.
Here on the right, and especially on the left, there are
the quadratic profiles that correspond with the beams
of the frame/wreath excavated near the original level,
where the levers were employed to ensure the correct
setting of the new part onto the previous section. So
the better preserved evidence with the quadratic sec-
tion and dimensions of 8 x 22 cm can be added to
the construction elements utilised in Musov. (If we
wanted to establish whether the measurements corre-
spond with other Roman finds, it is possible to offer the
fact that the beams should have had the dimensions of
1 x 3 palmi (1 palmus = 7.41 cm, 3 palmi = 22.23 cm,
corresponding to 3/4 of the Roman feet), although this
offered explanation is not entirely satisfactory.
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Fig. 5: Section of the crosscut of the well with lowest levels of
excavation.
Fig. 6: The ground plan of the lower part of the well with ev-
idence of timbering. A nail piercing the gravel layer is
visible on the left side of the ground plan.)
It is interesting to note that an element related to
supports of the lower parts of the timber lining was
discovered. A large iron nail (length of approximately
12 cm), which was driven through the timber lining
and reached the backfill material behind the boarding,
was discovered during the archaeological excavations.
The presented example solution provides evidence for
an explanation of its function: it acted as means of
support for the lower sections of the completed timber
lining and, together with the other wooden elements of
construction, provided an obstacle against the possibil-
ity of the lowest planks collapsing, after the expected,
but not realised, excavation would have occurred.
Confirmation for presumption of timber lining con-
structed of successively added elements is provided by
the fact that at the start of the well construction, the
well head was situated in concordance with the neigh-
bouring walls of the building with the apse. In the
depth of the well, where the timber lining manifested
its role, it was geodetically recorded that its position
was somewhat half-turned against the intended ori-
entation. In the case of lowering the wreath or cas-
ing manufactured from vertical beams from the upper
parts of the timber lining, such a mistake should have
not occurred: new elements would have fitted the pre-
viously inserted ones, and would have linked up with
them. Existing structural lines would, in such case, ex-
tend following the intention of the base of the initially
laid construction. On the other hand, in the end when
new parts of timber lining were forced in place some
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minor mistakes, such as the recorded half - turn, could
not be excluded.
A question remains to what extent the chosen con-
struction procedures could withstand the accumulated
pressures; pressures which would affect the structure
after the work was completed and the well would be in
full use. Another problem is whether the dimensions of
the planks and their thickness with their given length
could prevent partial destruction of the walls or the
total collapse of the structure. However, the selected
construction procedure was obviously considered suf-
ficient, although it is possible that the primary plans
prepared in Roman controlled territory did not have to
take into consideration the specific geological situation
of a particular location.
3.2. Intended Dimensions of the
Well, Planned and Actual
Completed Work Activities
Complete ground plans are not available for the lower
levels of the well. Moreover, pressures affecting unset-
tled fill of the well shaft caused marked vaulting of the
walls. Dimensions in the middle of the sides fluctuate
in various levels (oscillation of the lengths between 250
and 260 cm). In the level presented in the drawing
(fig. 6), after straightening the sides it is possible to
ascertain that the longest one should be 282 cm long
(corresponding to 9, 5 Roman feet) and the others are
close to 266 cm long (8, 9 Roman feet). It is pos-
sible to suppose that the original length of the sides
was slightly longer, and highly probably corresponded
to the Roman 10 feet (296 cm). This means that the
planks, the basic structural elements, were all of the
same length.
The exact level where the well head was situated dur-
ing construction is not known. It is probable that it
was located 8 m above the known bottom level of the
excavation. In the case that the planks used for the
timber lining were for an example half a foot (14.8 cm,
which is a width accommodating milling the lumber
from smaller diameter logs) then one side of the tim-
ber lining would have been composed of 54 pieces and
for timber lining the entire height of the well, 216
planks would have been prepared. If the dimensions
of the planks were 2.96 x 148 x 0.04 m (with volume of
0.01620896 m2), the timber lining would contain 3.5 m3
of lumber. Excavated materials from the shaft were of
great quantity as well - volume of up to 70 m3 was
lifted from the completed part of the well.
Fig. 7: Schematic representation of Roman well in the time,
when the construction works were suddently breaked
off.
4. The Function of the Well
According to the Original
Project, Conclusion
The width of the well shaft is surprising. In the given
geological conditions the construction would be surely
better executed if the planks could have been shorter.
The dimensions of the well (the timber lining deter-
mined the space of 2.88 x 2.88 m = area of 8.3 m2) de-
pended on the needs to pump huge quantities of water
continously; therefore, it was necessary to have a space
for simultaneous drawing of many pails, be it manu-
ally or with aid of several windlasses or pulleys. The
baths in the neighbouring building could not function
without a vast supply of water.
If the construction of the well was not interrupted,
the lowest level would have reached beneath the ground
water table present in the Roman period. The current
considerations [7] were based on data taken from the
height of the water levels in the periods of flooding in
the subrecent era, when the areas next to the foot of the
terrace of the elevation of approximately 169 m above
sea level were flooded. According to the information
gathered from the excavations in the surrounding area,
it is evident that two thousand years ago the ground
level was at least 2 m lower, and it might have been
possible to reach even deeper levels where ground water
was accessible (fig. 7). It is highly probable that if the
project of the well had been completed, the base level of
the well should have been situated up to 8 m lower than
the level which was achieved during the unfinished, in-
terrupted construction. In the case of a completed well
the military architects would have had to produce 432
planks (14.8 cm wide), which represented 7 m3 of sawn
lumber, and the entire volume of construction material
for the completed well shaft would have been 140 m3.
The assembled material could not have been stored in
the camp area.It would have been necessary to store it
outside the camp fortifications and bring it inside the
camp only when needed. The amount of manpower
and actual labour necessary for the construction of the
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well confirms the demanding targets that were set by
the people participating in designing and building the
military camp in Musov in the early years of the Com-
mon era.
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